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Degradation: Introduction
 Forest degradation (changes in forests remaining forests) leads
to a decline in carbon stock

 Emission levels per unit area are lower than for deforestation;
cumulative and secondary effects can result in significant
carbon emissions

 Monitoring forest degradation is important also to avoid
displacement of emissions from reduced deforestation

 More severe degradation (area/intensity) usually results in
more distinct indicators for efficient national monitoring

Definition in terms of REDD+
 Over 50 definitions have been identified in the scientific
literature (Simula 2009)

 General guidance from SBSTA expert meeting (UNFCCC

2008): “Degradation leads to a loss of carbon stock within
forests that remain forests”

 Definition of forests directly affects definition of forest
degradation (... within remaining forest)

 From a monitoring perspective it is important to consider:
● Importance of purpose and available data – i.e.
assessing the impact of REDD+ interventions

● Different types of degradation may require different
methods and data for monitoring

● Existing country data and capacities

GFOI/GOFC-GOLD R&D/expert workshop

 Oct 2014 in Wageningen/Netherlands
 All presentations and workshop report online:
● http://www.gfoi.org/rd/second-rd-workshop/

 Developing country: Donors drive the need to assess
degradation (FCPF: 10% rule)

 First order estimate (proxies) on what is important
tends to be acceptable now (in preparation)

 Define monitoring and capacity building priorities
 Current submitted FREL often include degradation in
appendix, although starting to change (i.e Guyana,
Indonesia)

Some guidance on monitoring


Monitoring degradation vs. impact of reducing degradation (change in
change)



Long-term monitoring and consistency is key: dynamics in carbon
stock changes, inherent cycle issues (logging, fire, shifting
cultivation)



Approach national monitoring following several key questions:

● Ask for importance of key degradation processes
● Timber extraction, fuel wood use, fire affecting forests,
shifting cultivation, grazing

● Derive at risk areas (i.e., using roads, concessions,
infrastructure) , or even areas affected (can be coarse)

● Guide to use available national (or other) data and methods
choices

Develop a national framework for monitoring degradation




Two basic choices!
Aggregated – a method that monitors all relevant degradation within
forests combined:
● Ground-based monitoring lead:
● Most relevant for countries that have good ground-based
monitoring program and capacities
● Can lead to use stock/change method, but gain/loss is
starting point (requires activity data)
● Remote-sensing monitoring lead:
● Recommended for countries with limited data and
capacities
● Combination of moderate resolution time-series and
higher resolution data
● Focus on activity data and initially use
standard/regional/global emission factors

Develop a national framework for monitoring degradation




Two basic choices!
Disaggregated – use of methods that tracks specific degradation
processes:

● Need to clearly define and disaggregate different processes, in
particular the degree of removals varies, areas affected and how
it can be observed

● This method is most useful if focus is on few, specific degradation
types and some data and capacities are already available for
these

● Tuned approaches can be efficient

Develop a national framework for monitoring degradation

 Pros and cons of aggregated for disaggregated approach
● Policy guidance – requires separation of different
processes and drivers (in terms of setting priorities and
results); is largely national requirement

● Country circumstances – make use of available data and
capacities may lead to specific method choice

● Aggregated approach methodologically simpler and
potentially more precise for international IPCC reporting

 Once decided, methodological choices exist

Some workshop conclusions
 Update of guidance documents (GOFC Sourcebook, GFOI MGD)
 Respond to the need for first order estimation for countries:
look at case studies and synthesize

 Develop/test concepts for multi-stage process of step-wide
improvements for estimating degradation emissions

 Gap assessment from data sources/methods tables and
operational readiness >> priorities for future efforts

 R&D priorities, compare different methods, ... :
● Several R&D initiatives ongoing

● Coordinated satellite data acquisitions
● Requires strong support from ground measurements
● Opportunities to move to larger area demonstrations

Final remarks
 Close engagement of GFOI R&D and GOFC-GOLD REDD+ team:
● Series of planned expert workshops 2015/16
● Driven by demands from donors and countries:
● Use of global data for national REDD+ monitoring
(Nov. 2015 in Wageningen)

● Interoperability of sensors (Canada, 2016, tbd)
● Integration of ground/RS data, uncertainties ...

 Ongoing R&D and needs for further investments and synthesis
 GOFC-GOLD training materials:
http://www.gofcgold.wur.nl/redd/Training_materials.php
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1.1 UNFCCC context and requirements and introduction to IPCC guidelines
M. Herold, E. Romijn, B. Mora
1.2 Framework for building national forest monitoring systems for REDD+
E. Romijn, M. Herold, B. Mora
1.3 Assessing and analyzing drivers of deforestation and forest degradation
E. Romijn, M. Herold
2.1 Monitoring activity data for forests using remote sensing
F. Achard, J. Miettinen, B. Mora
2.2 Monitoring activity data for forests remaining forests (incl. forest degr.)
C. Souza, S. Brown, J. Miettinen, F. Achard, M. Herold
2.3 Estimating emission factors for forest cover change (def. and degr.)
S. Brown, L. Murray, F.Casarim
2.4 Incorporating community based approaches in national REDD+ monitoring
M. Skutsch, A. Balderas Torres
2.5 Estimation of carbon emissions from deforestation and forest degradation
S. Brown, L. Murray
2.6 Estimation of GHG emissions from biomass burning
L. Boschetti
2.7 Estimation of uncertainties
G. Grassi, S. Monni, F. Achard, A. Langner, M. Herold
2.8 Overview and status of evolving technologies
B. Mora, E. Romijn
3.1 National data organization and management
E. Romijn, V. De Sy
3.2 Data and guidance on developing REDD+ reference levels
M. Herold, E. Romijn, S. Brown
3.3 Guidance on reporting REDD+ performance using IPCC Guidelines and Guidance
G.Grassi, E. Romijn, M. Herold
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